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1.

DETAILED EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL"S PROPOSED PROGRAMME
AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1956: Item 5 of the Agenda (Resolutions
and
1
EBl4,R23j Official Records No. 58； Document EB15/AF/WP/1 ) (continued)

Administrative Services (Official Records No. 58, p.51) (continued)
The CHAIRMA.N recalled that the Committee had been examining section 8.2.

«

Administration and Finance, of the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1956
(Official Records No. 58, pagé $1).
8.1.2

Public Information (resumed)

Dr* ANWAR asked permission to revert to section 8,1.2, Public Information, as he
would like to know to what extent the sum budgeted for in 1954 had been used*
Mr, SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance^
said that to the best of his knowledge the amount used in 1954 for Public Information
corresponded fairly closely to the estimated amount in the column for 1954 on page 56.
As he had explained at the second meeting of the Coimnittee, the completed accounts for
1954 were not yet available»
；.

8.2

• 'V

- *

Administration and Finance (continued)

The CHAIRMAN notëd that there were no further comments on the introductory material
under 8.2.
8.2.0

Office of the Assistant Director-General

No comment.

1

The tables in this working paper are reproduced in Appendix 3 to Off. Rec- ¥ld Hlth Org.

61.

“ .一

8.2Д

Legal Office

Dr # AL-WAHBI asked for an explanation of the difference between the figure of
$1,500 shoTOi for consultants on page 52 and the sum of 巷750 shcvm on page 57.
Мгч SIEGEli explained that the sum of 藝1,500 iras conç»osed of $750 for
consultants

1

fees and 銮750 for consultants

1

duty travel, • the travel being also

indicated in the schedule on page 57•
8.2.2

Internal Audit

Dr» ANWAR asked "whether it шв a general policy of the Organization to transfer
the internal auditors from one region to another after a fixed period•
''Mr. SIEGEL recalled that the question of the internal auditors had been
discussed at earlier sessions of the Executive Board.

It might be useful to explain

the policy followed and its relationship to the work of the external auditor.
Simultaneously with the transfer of a part of the work of WHO to the regional
offices, a part of the work of the Internal Audit Office had been decentralized
by the placing of internal auditors in the regional offices.
internal auditor covered tiro regionsФ

In some cases, one

.

At the same time, the policy had been

adopted of not allo*wing an internal auditor to remain for more than two years in the
sanfê regional office so that the auditor vrould not associate himself too closely with
the work of any regional office.

The amount of work the external auditor had to do

depended on the extent to which he was satisfied with the work being done by the
internal auditors•

Up to the present, the system had worked тге11 and the external

auditor had been able to limit the extent of his oivn operations.
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8,2.3

Administrative Management and Personnel

Mr. FRENCH, adviser to Dr. van Zile Hyde, noted that provision had been made
for travel to one regional office for an administrative management survey in 1956.
He asked for information on the nature and purpose of the survey, and whether
such surveys were a regular part of the administrative procedures of the Organization.
Mr. SIEGEL assumed that the question related only to administrative management
surveys for regional offices.

Owing to pressure of work, it had not yet been

possible to attain the objective of carrying out a survey at all the offices, taking
one each year.

It was intended to make one survey in 1955 and one in 1956•

The

purpose of such surveys was to assure that the work of the regional offices was
being carried out and the staff used in the most efficient way, and to advise the
Regional Director on any aspects in which efficiency might be improved•

The

procedure was a useful one to follow at аду stage in the existence of an
organization.

Attention had at first been concentrated on the Headquarters office,

but it had been felt that the time had arrived to survey the regional offices•
Some of the Regional Directors had expressed the hope that such surveys would be
carried out.

Up to the present, the only regional office surveys it had been

possible to make had been a partial one of the Regional Office for the Americas
and a more extensive one of the Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean.
Mr. FRENCH asked whether it was intended to make a formal survey vith a
written report •

Was it the case that the management of the Regional Office would

benefit ixnmediately from, the survey through close collaboration with the Director
of that office?

Mr. SIEGEL replied thaii "bhe surveys vrere intended to assist the Regional
.i

Directors.

•

All management surveys т,-его made in collaboration with the persons

concerned with the work, and agreement was reached on solutions to the probiens
encountered.

From experience, however, it seemed likely that some of the stigges-

tions made during the survey of one regional office might -well be applied to other
regional offices, and it was therefore useful to have a written report as well»
8.2.4

Budget and Finance

D r . ЛШМ, referring to the statement in the last paragraph of the section
(linder Finance and Accounts)

that duty travel was provided under the regular budget

for travel to two regional offices, asked on Tiáiat grounds the choice of the two
offices was made.
M r . SIEGEL replied that fairly accurate predictions could be made of the
regional offices that would meet "with difficulties regarding financial procedures
during 1955 and 1956.

Those difficulties were related to the availability of

personnel and the degree of training of the staff in the regional offices with
respoct to the Organization's accóunting procedures.

It was considered essential

to send- someone periodically from Headquarters to advise tihc regional pffices on
those procedures.

He could not say inhethor it Tróuld be necessary to maintain

permanently that practice, but it was a usual one for administrations ydth several
offices.
In reply to a further question by D r . Л№1'Л, Mr. SISCEL said that such visits
to regional offices might either be made at the request of the Regional Director
of the office concerned

or on the decision of the Director-General.

箱
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Dr. BOIDE, alternate to Professor P ^ i s o t , referring to the s t a t u e n t that duty
travel was provided to ensure smooth operation of the decentralized procedures for
finance and accounts, asked for information on the general principles underlying
that de centralization and how it would be carried out.
Mr. SIEGEL said the regional offices were already working on a fulHy
decentralized system of accounts.

They maintained their own allotment and budget

controls and were responsible for their own cash accounts after requisitioning their
cash requirements trom Headquarters.

Sinpe the Director-General had the ultimate

responsibility for furnishing annual accounts to the Health Assembly, it was
necessary that he maintain adequate controls.

The accounts of the Regional Office

for Europe, so long as it remained at Geneva, would continue to be handled by the
Headquarters finance service•

Mr. FRENCH noted that two posts had been transferred f37om Headquarters to the
Regional Office for Europe•

He asked whether any other of the ten additional poste

for that office were to be established by transfer•
yir. SIEGEL said it was hardly correct to refer to those posts as transfers.

There

were certain posts at Headquarters which it was felt would no longer be required when
the Regional Office for Europe moved.

On the other hand, same of the accounts of the

European Office were at present being handled by persons working in the Headquarters
Finance and Accounts Section, whose salaries were carried on the budget of the Regional
Office for Europe.

It could not be expected that the decrease in. the Headquarters

staff would correspond to the proposed increase in the European Office staff,
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because the decrease in workload at Headquarters would not be comparable； a certain
minimum staff would be required by the Regional Office for Europe once it was
decentralized»
Mr. FRENCH, while recognizing the problems to which Mr, Siegel had referred, was
somewhât surprised that the removal of the Regional Office for Europe should relieve
the workload at Headquarters only to the extent of two administrative officers.
Mr, SIEGEL said three posts were suppressed at Headquarters, two in the Finance and
Accounts Section and one in the Budget Section, while from pages 186-7 of Official
Records No, 58 it would be seen that five posts were being added to the Budget and
Finance Section of the Regional Office for Europe•

That did not appear unreasonable.

One post was being added to the Personnel Section and three to the General Services
Sectionj

against the latter there were no reductions at Headquarters because such

services were supplied in Geneva by the United Nations against reimbursement by WHO#
There might be a reduction in the amount of reimbursement provided that the rates
charged by the United Nations remained stable•

The remaining additional post was for a

translator to handle work in the Regional Office for Europe which would otherwise have
been absorbed by the existing staff of the Headquarters Translation Section.

He

submitted that the proposed increases were normal under a policy of decentralization

Mr. FRENCH wished to make it clear that his query had related more to the small
reduction of posts foreseen at Headquarters than to the requirements for the Regional
Office for Europe itself.
Mr e SIEGEL thought that the two matters could not be separated.

The extent of the

reduction of work at Headquarters did not, in the opinion of the administration,

-39 _
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make it possible to effect greater reductions in staff»

Members who had experience

of de centralization would recognise that reductions could not be exactly balanced
a终ipst the additional persons required to function in a different location^
Common Services at Headquarters
Dr. ЮОНЕ, referring to Chapter 40, Other Services (page 60)身 inquired irtiat was
Included in the item Other Contractual Services^ totalling $63,772•
:

；
*•
一

V

-j

•
.

Mr. S I E Œ L replied that the item covered cost of external audit, bank charges.
United Nations distribution charges, language courses, United Nations medical service>
inoculations, laundry service,
laboratory tests, stenographic tests,
visas, e t c ”
.
«
‘
welfare fund, office removals； "WHO contribution to the cost of the International Civil
Service Advisory Board, funerals and other charges and service charges of the United
Nations storehouse of administrative supplie8#
Regional Schedules (Official Records No, 58, p. 61)

•

Dr. АШШ, referring to the summary on page 66, asked nvhether the item for lapses
in effecting replacements and delays in filling new posts reflected a definite policy
aimed at effecting economies or was attributable to à lack of suitable recruits•
Similarly, did delays in the implementation of new projects represent a policy to effec
budget savings or were they due to special circumstances?
Mr о S I E Œ L said the items for lapses and delays had been introduced for the first

time in the 1955 estimates in an attempt to arrive at some-what more accurate estimtes .
than it had been possible to make in the pastt
delays

Experience had shown that certain

took place in inçlementing new projects and in replacing staff members "who had
•

•

> •

resigned during the year.

•

•

，

’

•

There was certainly no definite policy to delay new

projects in 1956> although in the past it had .been found necessary to postp«ie
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implementation of some projects in order to effect savings•
The method of calculation of the two items relating to lapses and delays was shown
1

in do.cuments EB15/AFAÍP/5, 7 and XI, which had just been circulated.

An explanation was

airo given in the Notes on the Presentation of the Programme and budget (Official Records
No, 58, page XV).

It was felt that the method used produced fairly accurate estimates.

The DIRECTCE-GENERAL recalled that for 1955 the Board and the Health Assembly had
agreed to delay the starting of the implementation of new projects, where necessary, to
ensure the availability of funds to meet the local costs cf international health personnel
(resolution WHA7.42)•
>

•

Mr. FRENCH asked what costs were included in column (a), Staff Turnover, of
document EB15/AF/WP/11.
Mr. SIEGEL referred Mr. French to paragraph 5.3 in the Notes on tbe Presentation of
the Programme and Budget (pages xiv and xv), where an explanation of the method of
calculation was given.
Africa
Dr. RAE, alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, asked for a statement on the amount of
accommodation that would be available at the new site of the Headquarters of the Regional
Office for Africa.
The CHAIRMAN proposed that each of the Regional Directors Ъе invited to make a
general statement before their proposed budgets were examined.

He accordingly gave the

floor to Dr. Cambournac, Regional Director for Africa.
1

These working papers are reproduced in Off. Rec« Wld Hlth Org., 61, as Appendices 12,
14 and 15 respectively.
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Dr‘ САМЮиШАС, Regional Director for Africa, said the proposed b u d ^ t for the
«

i

African Région reflected the increase in the activities aod the consequent increase
..

» -

in the staff of the Regional Office and the removal of its Headquarters to the Cité' du
Djoué, some 10 miles from Brazzaville*
to those two developments.

It had originally been Intended that the move should take

place at the beginning of 1955•
BraMAvilla

The introductory paragraphs on page 67 relatéd

The Ad Hoc Conmiitteey vihich had studied the matter in

in December 1953, had reached the conclusion that the housing and office

accommodation originally built by a private firm for its staff working on a power
project would make it possible to effect the move at an early date»

He had, however^

found that the office acconiniodation was split up among several houses, more or less far
apart, and he had felt it would be desirable if possible to have a special building
erected for office accommodation*

The French Government } shewing its usual helpful-

ness and interest in the matter, had agreed to the proposal»

He believed that a

paper was being prepared for the Board on the stage which the negotiations had reached P
He tiiought the housing accommodation was ample.
needed, -which would take two or three months«

A certain amount of repairs were

There were. about 25 houses of four

different types, suitable for staff members with different sized families or for single
personó.
He thou^it he should point out that, if the move took place in 1955 ^ most of -the
expenditure involved would fall on the budget ,for that year®

It would be seen from

page 78 that an important expansion was planned in the Regional Office•

A request

was being made for additional advisers on malaria, venereal diseases and treponematoses^
and health educaticai of the public•
entailed an increase in expenditure•

The increase in th© professional staff of course
On the other

hand，,

it was intended to effect

savings in cost of travel and allowances by increasing the proportion of locally
recruited personnels

There were now four locally recruited secretaries compared with

箱
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two in 1953 and six locally recruited clerks conpared with one in 1953*
the locally recruited custodial staff amounted to about 10,

In addition,

The total local personnel

in the budget at the time when it had been presented to the Regional Committee at its
last meeting was 17•
îhe Regional Committee was considering the holding in the region of certain
conferences on some of the most important diseases.

Provision for a conference on

btUharziasis in 1956 ivas included in the estimates for endeao-epidamic diseases on
page 75,

Uiat problem was considered one of the most inçjortant for the region, not

only on account of the number of cases, the wide area affected and the différences of
»

opinion regarding its severity in the different areas of the region^ but because it
presented a special problem in rural areas•

Advice was therefore needed from experts

familiar with the region before proposals were made to governments for campaigns
for control of the disease.

He had thought it well.to explain the matter } in

anticipation of questions that might be asked as to the absence of inportant projects
for control of the disease«

The conference was needed in order to obtain ample advice e

Other inportant items were health education of the public 9 environmental
sanitation,and tuberculosis^

Moreover, talks were taking place in the region on the

important problem of maternal and child health } and, as the Dire сtor-^Gen eral had pointed
out in his Introduction (Official Records No® 58), it was considered, desirable to
integrate the work on that subject within tfrie general framework of the health services•
For that reason, the

region

had not many separate projects.

The Regional Office was,

heme ver, receiving many requests for advice on how to improve the health services in
the region, and those requests were reflected in the supplementary bud伊tç

In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN, Dr. RAE said the Regional Directoras
statement had given him the assurance he soumit - that the new accommodation would be
•
.
.
.
sufficient to permit the Regional Office to function without difficulty•
Div A N M R noted the small provision for nurses in 1954 and 1955 and the absence
of provision in 1956•

He asked how such services were given and "what was considered

the degree of importance of the nursing problem in Africa•

In certain other regions

more or less ссшрагаЫе with Africa the services of nurses in the field were considered
one of the most inportant

activities of 1/ÏH0t

Dr. CAMBOURNAC agreed that the problem was a very inportant one in the African
Region^

A conference on nursing had been held at Kampala in 1953, "which it was hoped
...“；

would lead to the development of nursing services.
including.requests for fellowships.

Requests had been received,

It was believed that the situation would inçrove

and every effort was being nia'de to develop that aspect of the work because of its
importance •
Dr» van Zile HYDE considered the section of the programme and budget on Africa
very heartening»

The members of the Coihciittee would be gratified by the progress

being accomplished by Dr. Camboumac»

•..

«

He asked for information on two general points5

First> the African Region was

appürently divided into four areas with a public-health officer in each*

There was

a tendency for sub-regional organizations, differing in the different regions, to
develop»

It would seem desirable for the Board to be kept informed of that develop-

ment witJi a view to studying the common factors which might apply to all regions and
avoiding undesirable expansion.
officers were located.

In that connexion he inquired "where the public-health

94 -
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Secondly, he noted that provision vas made for tuberculosis activities in manyareas in various formst

Did that represent a general pattern with the specific

objective of obtaining more Information on tuberculosis in Africa or were they
unrelated programmée in the various areas?
D r . CAMBOURNAC said that, as would be seen from the budget, no new area had been
created or proposed in 1955， but only a change in the existing arrangements•

Up to

195^ there were three ôreas established in the region, but the work in one country,
French Equatorial Africa, vas intimately related to the work of the Headquarters
Office and was covered from there•

In view of differences in the pattern so far as

some diseases were concerned (differences in conditions of the population, importance
of the diseases and some of their aspects) it had appeared important in the beginning
to divide the region into two halves, east and west. Before he came to the Regional
Office two area offices had already been established, one for the east proper and one
for the vest, and a third office vas under consideration to cover the south and
south eastern part of the region^

.

In making the differentiation, account had been taken not only of the epidemiological aspects but of facilities for communication and similarity of populations in
the area.

It was therefore proposed that the western area should include the

countries west ot French Equatorial Africa. But in spite of differences in population
it vas necessary to add certain countries in the north, especially Spanish territories,
on account of facilities for communication and similarity of programmes.
The eastern area embraced the countries in the northern part, including the
Seychelles Islands, Uganda, Tanganyika, Zanzibar, Kenya and Somaliiand Protectorate,
The area was much larger than might be expected from the number of countries
included.

It was important to note that the Seychelles Islands, where interesting
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work was going on, were widely scattered and the Journey from the continent and back
Involved much time. Therefore the public-health officer, if he had to cover more
than ttet area, vould probably be unable to keep in touch with the public-health
authoritiesj give them advice, and inform the Regional Director of the activities
taking place.
The southern area included the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Mozambique^
the Union of South Africa, the Islands in the Indian Ocean, and the remaining
territories in the eouth up to the border of Angola•
With regard to the fourth area, no new provision vas made for staff• But ’
applying the same criteria as for the other three areas, namely, good communications
and similarity of problems, he had not thought it necessary to establish a separate
office for French Equatorial Africa, since the site of the Regional Office was In
Brazzaville. For the same reasons, communications with the Belgian Congo, Angola；
the Islands of S5o Thomé, Principe, Ascension, St. Helena and Tristan da Cunha, were
carried on directly from the Regional Office in Brazzaville•
With regard to the location of the offices, the office for the eastern area had
i .
been set up in 1953 in Nairobi, Kenya, and consideration was now being given to the
eltes for the remaining two. It vas proposed to set up the western office probably
in Nigeria in order to have better communications.
originally posted in Liberia.)

(The area officer had been

No definite suggestion had yet been made for the

eouthern area and information regarding the possibilities was being sought•

In any

ease the office would be located on the mainland, not on one of the islands.
With regard to tuberculosis, an increasing number of requests for advice vas
being received and the proposed provision had therefore been increased from 13^200
in 195^ to |28,08l In 1955 and $38,173 in 1956. People in Africa were becoming
Increasingly interested In the matter since the disease was spreading and the
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possibilities of obtaining help from Ш0 were increasing.

In? 1953 two 1ЯН0 consultants

had visited the region to discuss the problem with the health authorities, one in the
eastern and one in the western territories,, and their reports were now ready for
distribution.

In spite of the delay in distribution, the reports mi^xt reflect the

increasing interest being taken in the problem by the health authorities.

Hitherto }

the authorities had been interested mainly in the urban areas, but they were now
begtenlng to take an interest in the rural areas.
Dr. van Zile HYDE referred to iwhat Dr. Cambournac had said about the division of
his region into areas and suggested that it would be helpful to the Committee to have
a rough map of the .region showing the divisions referred to.
Hie CHAIRMAN said that he had some questions on decentralization in general urtiich
should perhaps be addressed to Mr. Siegel,

Bien a

region, decided to divide its

area into zones the question of decentralization arose.
the early discussions on regionalization that the
to be paid for,
its ovm work»

It had been made clear in

gain in efficiency thus secured had

Presumably the same principle applied where a region decentralized
Was that the case?

Hie DIRECTOR-OTERAL said that the regions differed so much that it was difficult
to make any general statement.

Hé did not think that it added to the cost to have a

public-health adviser specially for certain groups of countries if the size of the
groups Justified it.

Yilhat was being done, in Afi-ica was really that men were posted

in different areas instead of being' concentrated at the Regional Office«

Those men

were specialists "whose ；job was to secure better contact with the several countries, to
know them better and thus to do a better job»

He did not think that this was the same

thing as opening a new office with a lar疾 staff.
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Bié СНА1ШШ agreed, but said that he was speaking on a sli^itly different point.
His experience was that in national administration it cost more to post an officer
away fiom headquartersj

it was necessary at least to provide him with premises»

The same argument presumably applied to VifHO»
the job but it cost more,

It was always good to get men nearer

ïhere must be some limit to de centraliz at ion and he

wondered where the limit lay and who approved the establishment of area offices or
similar decentralizaticais*

Was it the Regional Office, the Director-General or the

Executive Board?
Dr. RAE recalled that there had been an area In East Africa in which the
(Organization had had a public-health adviser•

That arrangement had cost the Organ-

ization nothing and indeed had saved a great deal of money on travelling.
ïhe CHAIRMAN said that he was speaking on the general problem of decentralization
There must be an end to it scroenvhere and his question was, who fixed the limit?
Was it the Regional Office, Headquarters or the Executive Board?
The DIREGTOR-CSWERAL said that hovr the work of the Organization should be carried
out in a region was considered in the first place by the Regional Committee тйю submitted its proposals to the Director-General,

The Director-General, on the basis of

those proposals, ^presented hie programme and budget estimates to the Executive Board
and they were then considered by the World Health Assembly.

The answer therefore was

that governments, the Executive Board and the Director-General kept an «ye on the
question»
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Dr t van Zile HYDE said that in the Region of the Americas, where there was an
elaborate scheme of 2one offices, the system had been determined by the Regional
Cornmittee in Its dual capacity of Regional Committee and Pan American Sanitary
Council• As the Director-General had pointed out, the Standing Committee had a
responsibility to keep an eye on the question»

*

Dr. ANWAR said that he had always recommended the appointment of area represent•

atIves and etlll favoured it»

.

Those representatives were very important to the

countries concerned because they secured better contact for the Organization. Their
appointment really meant saving money because lf there were no area representatives
there would be more travel from the Regional Office to the countries. He agreed
>

that such proposals vere discussed in the Regional Committee, were preeented. as part
of the regional programme to the Director-General, and so passed to the Executive
в

Board and the Health Assembly.

The DIRECTQR-GSENERAL said that he should perhape elaborate on the position in
the Region óf the Americas to which Dr. ^rde had referred. Some three years ago the
Pan American Sanitary Bureau had appointed a committee of three to study the problem.
The committee vas entitled the "Committee on Decentralization and Economies" and was
composed of representatives from the United States of An»rica, Mexico and Chile. They
had studied the question carefully and had recommended to the Pan American Sanitary
Organization that the zone system should be kept as it was.
.

.

參..

The CHAIRMAN said that he had the anever to his question and he understood that
the responsibility rested with the Regional Committee»

一
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that he could not accept that the sole responsibility
rested on the Regional Committee. It was of course one function of the Regional
Committee to make representations on regional matters but the Director-General, the
Executive Board and the World Health Assembly had some part in ths responsibility.
ProfessorFERREIRil said the African Region was very different from the other
regions because there were in it only two sovereign countries. Considering Dr»

.

1

Cambouriiac в division into areas it occurred to him that for the African Region a
different presentation of the programme and budget might be possible f^om that
adopted in other regions.

In Africa he thought a more substantial plan might be

framed； instead of plans for dealing vith tuberculosis； yaws, etc., in separate .
territories, would it not be possible to have integrated health plans on an intercountry basis?

The position vas different from regions in vhich it was necessary tto

deal vith a large number of sovereign goverments•

Because of those special conditions

it might bë easier to negotiate vith the metropolitan powers a more widely integrated
health programme/ rather than Individual programmes on single subjects, Africa should
be the easiest part of the world in which to get integrated programmes not influenced
by political divisions.

•

Dr. CAMBOURNAC replied that the aim vas to develop in the African Region the policj
of WHÔ, ae was done in other regions.• The dietinctive points referred to by Professor
Ferreira sometimes helped but the situation was iiot different from that in other
regions•

The Member States, in spite of the different circumstance9 referred to^ had

territories in different parts of the region； with the exception of Belgium which
had only one territory•

The others were scattered。 The ethnic circumstances and

the climates varied widely and the problems therefore changed from area to area.
There were differences between the territories juet as there were in other regions
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differences between countries.

Some territories were part of the metropolitan State,

some were colonies, some were trust territories.

It was true that there had always

been good facilities for dealing with both central and territorial governments, but in
most cases the different territories had to be treated in the sarae way as different
countries»

The fact that different territories had the same metropolitan government

did not mean that the problems in those territories were the same.

Sometimes the

special conditions referred to were helpful and it was possible to deal with health
problems regardless of the situation of tíie territories.

From the point of view of

health work there were more than nine countries to deal with.

Inside the equatorial

belt in Africa, for example, the problems were not the same on the two sides of the
equator.

Altitude had also to be taken into account.

In parts there vrere tenper-

atures like those in the temperate countries except that there were two seasons
instead of four.

Ihe distinction between .East and West Africa was very marked.

Variations of tenqjerature and humidity meant that problems were different.

Sleeping

sickness, for exacçle, in East Africa had different vectors and a different etiology
from that in West Africa.

If one metropolitan covin try had territories In both East

and West Africa,they had to be treated as two different countries.
Professor FERREIRA said he was

grateful for Dr. Cambournac's clear explanation»

He realized that there -were those differences but he vrandered whether in Africa, where
there was a smaller number of sovereign governments to deal with, the Organization was
not therefore freer to plan on a large scale and whether ТШ0 could not in spite of
those differences put a greater emphasis on the strengthening of local health
services.
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that he did not think he could fully answer the
question raised by Professor Ferreira, but one point should be made clear•

The

territories in Africa did not bring problems very different from those in the other
regions. There vere in Africa territories of widely differing status : trust
territories, for example, and colonies néaring independence. It was necessary to
work not only with the central government but also with the local or territorial
governments, who had their own health services, and the result was that the position
was not vêry different from that in other regions•
peculiarity e

But there was in Africa one

There were throughout the region many well-trained people working in

the health services in the territories^ not only local people but many from the
metropolitan States, and one of the ways to help on the work in Africa was to develop
those health services through attention to special problems.
Professor FERREIRA said that he was satisfied with the explanations given.
No questions were raised by the Committee regarding particular countries or
on the inter-country programmes.
Dr. MOORE asked whether it would be advisable, while the Regional Directors were
available, to consider also the supplementary programmes in Annex k of Official
Records No,

or whether these should be considered separatelye
Î i

The CHAIRMAN thought that the supplementary programmes should be considered
separately. They were outside the budget for 1956 which the Standing Committee
was considering。 The Regional Directors would be available throughout the meetings
of the Standing Committee and the Executive Board»
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It was* agreed therefore tô continue on the lines followed so fer»
h、‘i.....

"The Americas
i‘•
D r . GONZALEZ, Deputy Regional Director for the Americas, said that as the
Committee knew the functiais of thé Regional Office for the Americas were carried out
by the Pan Апйг1сал Sanitary Bureau.

Since the work of the Regional Office must

necessarily be considered as an inte grated vrtiole, Official Records No. 58 showed not
only the activities proposed to be financed from the regular budget of TiiiHO and the
/

participation o《ТОЮ in the United Nations Technical Assistance Programme, but also
/

the activities to be implemented with the b u d ^ t of PASB, and with funds of the
Programme of Technical Co-operation of the Organization of American States, grants

.

>

from private foundations and funds contributed by the member governments of the
/

'.,..

Institute of Nutrition of Central America and Panama,

...

The document therefore gave

ap overall picture pf the work in the Americas»

,

The Directing Qouncil
of PASO, nvhich acted as the Regional Oonunittee, had passed
i
in 1952 a resolution ^establishing the lines of action for carrying out the long-range
work of the Regional Office•
-

••.

In that resolution the Regional Committee had
. . .

.

emphasized that in carding out ths long-range programme special attention should
be given to (1) strengthening fundamental services for the promotion of health in
each country, (2) providing the means for training personnel and developing the
resources of countries í。r that p u r p o s e , ⑶ co-ordinating and assisting In planning
action against communicable diseases which were a potential threat and for irtiich ther^
were suitable means of eradication*
To conply with the first principle of work established by the Directing Council,
more and more attention was being given to the development of inte grated publichealth projects, with the purpose of strengthening the fundamental health activities

-юз -
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at the national and local level »

As examples, he cited the project in El Salvador

Yiiich had been running since 1951 and a similar project in Panama which had been in
operation since 1952,

Others would be started in 1955 and 1956.

In 1954 the total
/

estimated expenditure of the Re gional Office on projects under the heading of public-'
health administration was ^486,790.

For 1955 the total was #837,975 and it was

expected that in 1956 the amount urould be some $866,000.

Those figures took into

acc'ount the combined funds of WHO regular budget, the Technical Assistarioe Programme
oftitee№ited líatiansj.suad' the budget of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau trtiich was
included in the со1\1шп, "Other Extra-budgetary Funds".
Hie trend tcmards the development of ^ n e r a l public-health services could be
illustrated also by reference to Paraguay^.
îhe Organization had been in that country
• - ••
•
•
....
for some years, co-operating in several specific programmes, and the Government and
•
* •
•
.
...
.
T/W0 t h o u ^ t that the time was ripe to consolidate the results obtained by developing
•

•• ,

： .•

,

. . . .

an integrated public-health programme in irtiich there would be room to co-ordinate
activities at the national and local levels, with economy in the long run#
As regards the question of preparation of public-health personnel, he would like
to give special consideration to two fieIdss
had been increasing throughout the year s i

(1) In nursing education the expenditure

(2) in enviromaental sanitation the expend-

iture had similarly increased and provision was made in the budget for the contintiatiozi
of a project which had proved to be of great importance in helping schools in Latin
America in the teaching of environmental sanitation, asте11as facilitating fellcfwships for personnel from several countries.
and courses were proposed in some fields.

It would be seen that a nuniber of seminars
He indicated that in all projects the

educational aspect was a very inportant conqponentf

He also mentioned that the fellow—

ship programme proposed for 1956 amounted to about 焱478,000 from the three
combined sources already mentioned f

In regard to the third aspect, the f i ^ t against

箱
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COMÜUUÍcable diseases, he mentioned the programme for the eradication of Aëdes aegypti,
on a continental basis, and the campaign for the eradication of yaws in Haiti. The
Pan American Sanitary Conference in 195紅 had had on its agenda the question of the
possibility of eradicating malaria t r m the Western Hemisphere； had declared it of
the utmost urgency and authorized the Pan American Sanitary Bureau to increase the
budget for 1956 by an additional amount of $100,000 for that specific purpose p for
consideration by the Directing Council. Another activity in which the Regional
Committee was interested was that of smallpox eradication, and for that purpose the
Pan American Sanitary Conference had authorized the use of the amount of
surplus funds of PASB from 1953.
Cn questions of administration he would remind the Committee that in addition to
the central office in Washington there vere in the region of the Americas six zone
offices. Those zone offices advised Member Governments on general health problems
and also played an important role in the preparation of proposals for the programme
and budget estimates. They consulted in advance all interested governments, so that
the programme which was submitted to the Regional Committee had already undergone
a preliminary discussion with the governments of the Member States.
Professor FERREIRA congratulated Dr, Gonzalez on his résumé, which was interesting
because the Regional Office for the Americas differed from all others in that the
functions of the Regional Office were carried out by the Pan American Sanitary Bureau•
He asked vhether it vas possible to say vhat vas the distribution of funds between
the WHO budget and the budget of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau.
Dre. GONZALEZ said that he would try to reply by referring the Committee to page 108
of Official Records No. 58•

The Committee would note that under the heading "Regular
!

Budget" the Director-General s estimate for the region of the Americas for 1956 was
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|l,l6l,215.

The estimate under "Technical Assistance" was $8^7,264 and he would

give some breakdown of the figures appearing under "Other Extra-budgetary Funds".
The proposed budget of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau for 1956 would be
•2,200,000.

To that should be added the amount expected from the Programme of

Technical Cooperation of the Organization of American States.

The same column

included other estimates, such as the amount of $80,000 expected from the
Institute of Nutrition of Central America and Panama,

(in that organization six

governments combined to improve nutrition in the area named. The Pan American
Sanitary Bureau and the Kellogg Foundation were on the directing council of the
.InstU^rte-aad -contributed to its financing.)

He would mention also the co-

operation of the Kellogg Foundation, in making available money to provide a dental
officer for the Regional Office for. the Americas, as vas shown on page 110
under the heading "Division of Public Health". The Kellogg Foundation would bear
the cost of.that officer for some years^ after which it was expected that the
Regional Office would take over the financial responsibility.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL reminded the Committee that monies from UNICEF were
included in the Other Extra-budgetary Funds shown 011 page 108.
Professor FERREIRA asked whether the additional $100,000 for the eradication
of malaria to vhich Dr. Gonzalez had referred was shown in the Programme and
Budget Estimates.
Dr. GONZALEZ said that it was not included； the decision had been made too
late for inclusion in the volume.
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Mr. FRENCH referred to the estimate for duty travel shown under the heading
"Regional Office" on page 97=

He ncted that in sub-paragraphs (b) and (c) provision

was made for officers to travel to Headquarters in Geneva to diacuas^respective
administrative problems and personnel problems»

He realized the need to consult

Headquarters on matters of common concern but he asked A e t h e r personnel and
administrative questions could nob have been dealt with by one nan with a saving
in travel costsMr. SIEGKL said it was inportant that the Committee should be aware that
the Regional Office for the Americas had some additional conçlications that
did not exist elsewhere, since it also existed as the Pan American Sanitaiy Bureau.
They would perhaps be obvious from the size of the operations of the Regional
Office and those of the Pan American Sanitaiy Bureau. The Organization had from
the start tried to secure the maximum integration of the two offices and the
Pan American Sanitary Bureau had co-operated veiy well on the co-ordination of
policies relating to staff, finance and administration, though there were some
differences that the Bureau thought it necessary to retain. He was of the
opinion that in order to obtain the highest standard of co-ordination it was
necessaiy to have frequent conferences.

It was some time since Headquarters

officers had visited the Regional Office for that purpose;

and he felt it

necessaiy that such officers should visit Headquarters in order that there should
be a good mutual understanding of administrative problems.
Mr. FRENCH said that earlier, in the consideration of the estimates of
the Department of Administration and Finance, the Committee had heard of visits

»
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by Headquarters staff to the Regional Office, and he asked whether there vas
not here a risk of duplication in travel in both directionso
Mr. SIEGEL replied that he thought not and pointed out that as regards
other regional offices it was the practice to see at Headquarters representative s
of those offices as they came through Geneva on their horns la ave*

That did not

appüy to the Regional Office for the Americas»
No questions were raised by the Committee on individual countries or on
the inter-co^antiy programmes.

The meeting rose at 12。25 p»m.
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DETAILED EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DIBECTOE-GENEEAL ' S PROPOSED PROGEAMME
AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOB 1956:
Item 5 of the Agenda (Eesolutions WBA7.37 and
ЕВЗЛ.Е25; Official Becords No. 58) (continued)
The CHAIEMAJÍ recalled that the Committee had been examining Section 8.2,
Administration and Finance, of the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1956
(Official Becorda No. 58, page 51).
8.1.2

Public Informatign (resumed)

Dr. ANWAE asked permission to revert to section 8.1.2, Public Information,
as he would like to know to vhat extent the sum budgeted for in 19，紅 bad been used.
Mr. SIEGEL； Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and
Finance, said that to the best of his knowledge the amount used in 195^ for Public
Information corresponded fairly closely with the estimated amount in the column for
195^ on page 56,

As he had explained at an earlier meeting, the completed accounts

for 195紅 were not yet available•
8.2

Administration and Finance

The CHAIRMAN noted that there were no further comments on the introductory
material under 8.2,
8.2.0

Office of the Assistant Director-General

There were no comments.
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8.2.X

Legal Office

Dr. AL-WAHBI asked for an e^lanation of the difference between the figure of
$1,500 shown for consultants on page 52 and the sum of $750 showi on page 57.
Mr. SIEGEL explained that the sum of $1,500 was conqposed of $750 for
r

consultants fees and $750 for consultants

1

duty travel, the travel being also

indicated in the schedule on page 57•
8.2.2

Internal Audit

D r . ANWAR asked v/hether it ivas a general policy of the Organization to transfer
the internal auditors from one region to another after a fixed period•
Mr. SIEGEL recalled that the question of the internal auditors had been
discussed at earlier sessions of the Executive Board,

It might be useful to explain

the policy followed and its relationship to the work of the external auditor^
Simultanéously with the transfer of a part of the work of WHO to the regional
offices, a part of the work of the Internal Audit Office had been decentralized
by the placing of internal auditors in the regional offices•
internal auditor covered two regions•

In some cases, one

At the same time, the policy had been

adopted of not allowing an internal auditor to remain for more than two years In the
same regional office so that the auditor would not associate himself too close3y ifdth
the work of any regional office.

The amount of work the external auditor had to do

depended on the extent to which he was satisfied with the work being done by the
internal auditors•

Up to the present, the system had workedте11 and the external

auditor had been able to limit the extent of his cmn operations•
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8.2.3

Administrative Management and Personnel

,

Mr. FRENCH, adviser to Di", van Zile 取de, noted that provision had been made
for travel to one regional office for an administrative management survey in 1956.
He asked for information on the nature and purpose of the survey, and M o t h e r any
such surveys had been made in the past.
Mr. SIEGEL assumed that the question related only to adninistrative jpnagexnerrb'
surveys for regional offices.

Owing to pressure of vrork, it had not yet been

possible to attain the objective of cariying out a survey at all the offices, taking
one each year.

It was intended to nake one survey in 1955 and one in 1956.

The

purpose of such surveys was to assure that the work of the regional offices iras
being carried out, and the staff used, in the most efficient тгау, and to advise
the Regional Director on axy aspects in which efficiency might be inproved.

The

procedure was a useful one to follow at any stage in the existence of an organization.

Attention had at first been concentrated on the Headquarters office, but it

had been felt that the time had arrived to survey the regional offices.

Some of

the Regional Directors had expressed the hope that such surveys would be carried
out.

Up to the present, the only regional office survey it had been possible to

make had been a partial one for the Regional Office for the Americas.
Mr. FRENCH asked Tjhether it was intended to make a formal survey with a
•written report.

Was it the case that the management of the Regional Office would

benefit immediately from the survey through close collaboration with the Director
of that office?
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Mr. SIEGEL replied that the surveys were intended to assist the Regional
Directors.

All management surveys vrere made In collaboration with the persons

concerned with the work, and agreement "ras reached on solutions to the problems
encountered•

r

From experience, ho evor, it seemed likely that some of the sugges-

tions made during the survey of one regional office might -mil be applied to other
regional offices, and it was therefore useful to have a written report as well.
8.2.4

Budget and Finance

Dr» A N M R , referring to the statement in the las七 paragraph of the section
(under Finance and Accounts)，that duty travel vra.s provided under the regular budget
for travel to two regional offices, asked en "ràiat grounds the choice of the two
offices was made,
Mr. SIEGEL replied that fairly accurate predictions could be made of the
regional offices that -would meet m t h difficulties regarding financial procedures
during 1955 and 1956•

Those difficulties were related to the availability of

personnel and the degree of training of the staff in the regional offices Tvith
1

respect to the Organization s accounting procedures.

It was considered essential

to send someone periodically from Headquarters to advise the regional offices on
those procedures»

He could not say whether it ？/ould be necessary to maintain

permanently that practice, but it was a usual one for administrations m t h several
offices»
In reply to a further question by Dr.

Mrtt SIEGEL said that such visits

to regional offices might either be made at the request of the Regional Director
of the office concerned^ or on the decision of the Director-General.
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D r . BOIDE， referring to the statement that duty travel was provided to ensure
smooth operation of the decentralized procedures for finance and accounts, asked for
information on the general principle s underlying that decentralization and how it
would be carried out.
Mr» SIEGEL said thé regional offices were already working on a fullydecentralized system of accounts.

They, maintained their crnn allotment and budget

controls and were responsible for their own cash accounts after requisitioning their
cash requirements from Headquarters,

Since the Director-General had the ultimate

responsibility for furnishing annual accounts to the World Health Assembly^ it was
necessaiy that he maintain adequate controls.

The accounts of the European

Regional Office, so long as it remained at Geneva, would continue to be handled Ъу
the Headquarters finance service•

M r . FRENCH noted that two posts had been transferred from Headquarters to the
European Regional Office #

He asked whether ацу other of the ten additional posts

for that office were to be established by transfer.
Mr # SIEGEL said it was hardly correct to refer to those posts as transfers.
There were certain posts at Headquarters which it vms felt would no longer be
required when the European Regional Office moved.

On the other hand some of the

accounts of the European Office т
т
/е
г
е at present being handled by persons working in
the Headquarters Finance Office, whose salaries were carried on the budget of the
European Office•

It could not be expected that the decrease in the Headquarters

staff would correspond to the proposed increase in the European Office staff,

page 8
because the decrease in workload at Headquarters would not be cocçarablej

a certain

minimum staff v/ould be required by the European Office once it was decentralized.
Mr é FRENCH, Tiriiile recognizing the problems to which ISr. Siegel had referred,
was somewhat surprised that the removal of the European Office should relieve the
workload at Headquarters only to the extent of two administrative officers.
Mr # SIEGEL said three posts were suppressed at Headquarters, two in the
Office of Finance and Accounts and cce in the Budget Office, "while fron pages
186-187 of the volume it -rould be seen that five posts were being added to the
Budget and Finance Office of the European Office.

That did not appear unreasonable.

One post was being added to the Personnel Office and three to General Services;
against the latter there were no reductions at Headquarters because such services
were supplied in Geneva by the United Nations against

There

might be a reduction in the amount of reimbursement provided that the rates charged
by the United Nations remained stable •

The remaining additional post "was for a

translator to handle work in the European Regional Office which would otherwise
have been absorbed by the existing staff of the Headquarters Translation Service #
He submitted that the proposed increases were normal under a policy of
decentralization #
Mr. FRENCH wished to make it clear that his queiy had related more to the
small reduction of posts foreseen at Headquarters than to the requirements for the
European Regional Office itself•
Mr # SIEGEL thought the two matters could not be separated.

The extent of the

reduction of work at Headquarters did not, in the opinion of the administration,
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make it possible to effect greater reductions in staff.

Members who had experience

of decentralization would recognise that reductions could not be exactly balanced
against the additional persons required to function in a different location.
Goimnon Services at Headquarters
Dr# MOORE, referring to Chapter 4 0 , Other Services (page 60)^ enquired what was
included in the item Other Contractual Services^ totalling $63,772。
Mr, SIEGEL replied that the item covered cost of external audit， bank charges^
United Nations distribution chargss， language courses, United Nations medical serviceд
inoculations } laimdry service, laboratory tests, stenographic tests, visas, e t c ”
•welfare fund, office removals, 1H0 contribution to the cost of the International Civil
Service Advisory Board, funerals and other charges and service charges of the United
Nations storehouse of administrative supplies•
Annex 2 一 Regional Schedules
Dr# ANWAR, referring to the summary on page 66, asked "whether the item for lapses
in effecting replacements and delays in filling new posts reflected a definite policy
aimed at effecting economies or was attributable to á lack of auitable recruits^
Similarly, did delays in the ic^lementation of new projects represent a policy to effect
budget savings or were they due to special circumstances?
Mr, S I E Œ L said the items for lapses and delays had been introduced for the first
time in the 1955 estimates in an attempt to arrive at somei/riiat more accurate estinates
than it had been possible to make in the past»
delays

Experience had shown that certain

took place in iirpleroenting new projects and in replacing staff members "who had
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resigned during the year,

There was certainly no definite policy to delay new

projects in 1956, although in the past it had been found necessary to postpone
implementation of some projects in order to effect savings*
The method of calculation of the two items relating to lapses and delays was
showa in documents EBl5/AF/WP/5> 7 and 11, urtiich had just been circulated»

An expían^

ation was also given in the Notes on the Presentation of the Programme and Budget
(Official Records No，58，p.xv).

It was felt that the method used produced fairly-

accurate estimates»
The DIRECT0R4}ENERAL recalled that for 1955 the Executive Board and Health Assembly
had agreed to delay further .inçlementation of new projects to accommodate the local
costs of personnel therefor»
Mr о FRENCH asked vrhat costs were included in column (a), Staff Turnover ^ of
document EKL5/AFAÍP/LL^
Mr. S 3 E Œ L referred Mr, French to paragraph 5%3 in the Notes on the Presentation
of the Programme and Budget (pages xiv and vx), i/diere an explanation of the method of
calculation "was giveru
Africa
Dr» RAE, alternate to Dr, Jfeckenzie^ asked for a statement on the amount of
accommodation that would be available at the new site of the African Regional Office
Headquarters•
The CHAIRMAN proposed that each of the Regional Directors be invited to йаке a
general statement before their proposed budgets were examined»
the floor to Dr^ Camboiirnac, Regional Director for Africa л

He accordingly gave
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Dr« CAMBOURNAC, Regional Director for Africa, said the proposed b u d ^ t for the
African Region reflected the increase in the activities and the consequent increase
in the staff of the Regional Office and the removal of its Headquarters to the Cite du
Djoué, some 10 miles from Brazzaville о
to those two developmentsо

The introductory paragraphs on page 67 related

It had originally been intended that the move should take

place at the beginning of 1955©

The Ad Hoc Committeeд -vdiich had studied the matter in

Léopoldville in December 1953, had reached the conclusion that the housing and office
accommodation originally built by a private firm for its staff working on a power
project would make it possible to effect the move at an early date0

He had， hcwever¿

found that the office accommodation was split up among several housesд more or less far
apart, and he had felt it would be desirable if possible to have a special building
erected for office accoramodatioru

The French Government P showing its usual helpful-

ness and interest in the matter^ had agreed to the proposal、

He believed that a

paper was being prepared for the Board on the stage which the negotiations had reached»
He thought
the housing accommodation was ample о A certain amount of repairs were
»
needed, which would take two or three months。

Ihere were about 25 houses of four

different types, suitable for staff members with different sized families or for single
persons»
He thought he should point out that, if the move took place in 1955， most of the
expenditure involved would fall on the budget for that year 0

It would be seen from

page 78 that an inçortant expansion was planned in the Regional Office о A request
was being made for additional advisers on malaria } venereal disease and treponematoses>
and health education of the public о
entailed an increase in expenditure 0

The increase in the professional staff of course
On the other hand, it was intended to effect

savings in cost of travel and allowances by increasing the proportion of locallyrecruited personnels

Hiere were now four locally recruited secretaries compared with
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two in 1953 and six locally recruited clerks conçared with one in 1953»
the locally recruited custodial staff amounted to about 10•

In addition，

The total local personnel

in the budget at the time when it had been presented to the Regional Committee at its
last meeting was 17•
îhe Regional Committee vras considering the holding in the region of certain
conferences on some of the most inçjortant diseases^

Provision for a conference on

bilharziasis in 1956 was included in the estimates for endemo-epidemic diseases on
page 75о

That problem was considered one of the most important for the region) not

only on account of the number of cases，the wide area affected and the differences of
opinion regarding its severity in the different areas of the region, but because it
presented a special problem in rural areas.

Advice was therefore needed from experts

familiar with the region before proposals were made to governments for c a m p a i s
for control of the disease•

He had thought it well to explain the matter, in

anticipation of questions that mi^it be asked as to the absence of inportant projects
for control of the diseasee

Ihe conference was needed in order to obtain ample advice«

Other important items were health education of the public, environmental
sanitation and tuberculosiso

Moreover, talks were taking place in the Region on the

important problem of maternal and diild health, and as the Dire с tor—Gen eral had pointed
out in his Introduction (Official Records No，58)，it was considered, desirable to
inte grate the work on that subject within 1&ie general fraœwork of the health services •
For that reason., the

region

had not many separate projects^

The Regional Office was,

ho-wever^ receiving many requests for advice on how to inprove the health services in
the region, and those requests were reflected in the supplementary budgst«
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In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN, Dr. RAE said the Regional Director s
statement had given him the assurance he sought - that the new accommodation would be
sufficient to permit the Regional Office to function without difficulty•
D r v ANWAR noted the small provision for nurses in 1954 and 1955 and the absence
of provision in 195б#

He asked how such services were given and what was considered

the degree of importance of the nursing problem in Africa®

In certain other regions

more or less comparable with Africa the services of nurses in the field were considered
one of the most inçortant

activities of WHO.

Dr. CAMBOURNAC agreed that the problem was a very iinportant one in the African
regioru

A conference on nursing had been held at Kanpala in 1953，which it was hoped

would lead to the development of nursing service s •
including requests for fellowships。

Requests had been received,

It was believed that the situation would improve

and every effort was being made to develop that aspect of the work because of its
importance •
Dr. van Zile HYDE considered the section of the programme and budget on Africa
very heartening»

The members of the Committee would be gratified by the progress

being accomplished by Dr. Cambournac0

.

He asked for information on two general points。

First, the African Region was

apparently divided into four areas with a public-health officer in each.

ïhere was

a tendency for sub-regional organizations, differing in the different regions, to
develop®

It would seem desirable for the 3oard to be kept informed of that develop-

ment with a view to studying the common factors "which might apply to all regions and
avoiding undesirable expansion.
officers were located.

In that ccnnexion he inquired uñiere the public—health
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Secondly, he noted that provision was made for tuberculosis activities in many
areas in various forms•

Did that represent a general pattern with the specific

objective of obtaining more information.on tuberculosis in Africa or were they unrelated programmes in the various areas?
Dr. CAMBOURNAC said that, as would be seen from the budget, no new area had been
created or proposed in 1955> but only a change in the existing arrangements.

Up to

1954 there were three areas established in the region， but the work in one country^
French Equatorial Africa, was intimately related to the work of the Headquarters
Office•

In view of differences in the pattern so far as some diseases were concerned

(differences in conditions of the population, importance of the diseases and some of
their aspects) it had

appeared important in the beginning to divide the region into

two halves, east and west»

Before he came to the Regional Office an area office had

already been established for the west and two for the east, one of the latter working
for the south—ast and southern part«
In making the differentiation^ account had been taken not only of the epidemiol^
ogical aspects but of facilities for communication and similarity of populations in
the area»

It was therefore proposed that the west area should include the countries

west of French Equatorial

Africa.

But in spite of differences in population it was

necessary to add certain countries in the north, especially Spanish territories, on
account of facilities for communication and similarity of programmes»
The eastern area embraced the countries in the northern part, including the
Seychelles Islands, Uganda, Tanganyika, Zanzibar, Kenya and British Somaliland.
It vras proposed that the southern area should include all territories in the
south up to the border of Angola»
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ïhe area proposed for the east was much larger than might be expected from the
number of countries included•

It was inçortant to note that the Seychelles Islands,

where interesting work was going on, were widely scattered and the journey from the
continent and back involved

tima о

Therefore the public-health officer, if he had

to cover more than that area, would probably be unable to keep in touch with the publichealth ？ authorities, gire them advice 9 and inform the Regional Director of the activities taking place.
The southern area included the Federation of Rhodesia and. Nyasaland, Mozambique p
the Union of South Africa and the Islands in the Indian Ocean»
With regard to the fourth area, no new provision was made for staff, but applying
the same criteria as for the other three areas, namely., good communications and
similarity of problems, since the site of the Regional Office was in Brazzaville, he
had not t h o u ^ t it necessary to establish a separate office for P^rench Equatorial
Africa о

For the same reasons communications with the Belgian Gongo, Angola, the

Islands of San Ibomé^ Principe ^ Ascension, St. Helena and Tristan Da Cunha, were
carried on directly from the Regional Office in Brazzaville•
With regard to the location of the offices, the first office had been set up in
1953 for the eastern area in Nairobi, and consideration was now being given to the
two other offices.

It "was proposed to set up the one for the west probably¡ in

Nigeria in order to have better communications。 No definite suggestion had yet been
made fcr the southern area and information regarding the possibilities was being sought•
In any case the office would be located on the mainland, not on one of the islands•
With regard to tuberculosis^ an increasing пшЬег of requests for advice was
being received and the proposed provision had therefore been increased from 払 2 0 0
in 1954 to $28,021 in 1955 and ^38,173 in 1956«

People in Africa were becoming

increasingly interested in the matter since the disease was spreading and the
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possibilities of obtaining help from Ш0 were increasing*

In 1953 two WHO consultants

had visited the region to discuss the problem with the health authorities， one in the
east and one in the western territories， and their reports were now ready for
distribution®

In spite of the delay in distribution^ the reports m i ^ t reflect the

increasing interest being taken in the problem by the health authorities»

Hitherto)

the authorities had been interested mainly in the urban areas^ but they were now
be ginning to take an interest in the rural areas a
Dr» van Zile HYDE referred to "what Dr é CAMBOUENAC had said about the division of
his region into areas and suggested that it would be helpful to the Committee to have
a rough шар of the region showing the divisions referred to.
The CHAIRMAN said that he had some questions on decentralization in general which
should perhaps be addressed to Mr。Sie gel o

Yíhen a

region

area into zones the question of decentralization arose•
the early discussions on regionalization that the
to be paid for.
its own work.

decides to divide its

It had been m d e clear in

gain in efficiency thus secured had

Presumably the same principle applied where a region decentralized
Was that the case?

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the regions differed so much that it was difficult
to make any general statement f

He did not think that it added to the cost to have a

public-health adviser specially for certain groups of countries if the size of the
groups justified it с What was being done in Africa was really that men were posted
in different areas instead of being concentrated at the Regional Office•

Those men

were specialists whose job was to secure better contact with the several countries, to
know them better and thus to do a better job P

He did not think that this was the same

thing as opening a new office with a large staffs
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The CHAIRMAN agreed, but said that he was speaking on a s l i ^ t l y different point•
His experience was that in national administration it cost more to post an officer
away from Headquarters j

it was necessary at least to provide him with premise s •

Ihe same argument presumably applied to ТОЮ» It was always good to get men nearer
the job but it cost more.

There must be some limit to decentralization and he

wondered where the limit lay and who approved the establishinent of zone offices or
•

similar decentralizations.

Was it the Regional Office } the Director-General or the

Executive Board?
Dr. RAE recalled that there had been a zone in Bast Africa in which the
Organization had had a public-health adviser•

That arrangement had cost the Organ-

ization nothing and indeed had saved a great deal of money on travellings
The CHAIRMAN said that he was speaking on the general problem of decentralization.
There must be an end to it sanewhere and his question was, who fixed the limit?
Was it the Regional Office, Headquarters or the Executive Board?
The DIRECTOR-咖ERAL said that how the work of the Organization should be carried
out in a region was considered in the fîrôt place by the Regional Committee -who submitted its proposals to the Dire с tor-Gene ral•

The Dire ctor-General, on the basis of

those proposals, presented his programme and budget estiicates to the Executive Board
and they were then considered by the World Health Assembly»

Hie answer therefore was

that governments, the Executive Board and the Director-General kept an eye on the
question»
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Dr» van Zile HYDE said that in the Region of the Americas,池ere there was an
elaborate scheme of zone offices, the system had been determined by the Regional
Committee in its dual capacity of Ее gicaial Oonmiittee and Pan American Sanitary Council.
As the Director-General had pointed out, .the Standing Committee had a responsibility
to keep an eye on the question*

.

Dr» ANWAR said that he had always recommended the appointment of area representThose representatives were very important to the

atives and still favoured it#

countries concerned because they secured better contact for the Organization*

Their

appointment really meant saving money because if there were no area representatives
there would be more travel from the Regional Office to the countries»

He agreed that

such proposals were discussed in the Regional Committee, put up as part of the
regional programme to the Director-General and so to the Executive Board and the
Assembly.
The DIRECTOR-ŒNERAL said that he should perhaps elaborate on the position in the
Region of the Americas to uriiich Dr» Hyde had referred^

Some three years ago the Pan

American Sanitary Bureau had appointed a committee of three to study the problem*
f

The conimittee was entitled the fcommittee on Decentralization and Economies"and was
composed of representatives from the United States of America, Ifexico and Chile•

Ihey

had studied the question carefully and recommended to the Pan American Sanitary
Organization that the zone system should be kept as it was.
The CHAIRMAN said that he had the answer to his question and he imderstood that
the responsibility rested with the Regional Committee•
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The DIRECTOR-ŒNERAL said that he could not accept that the sole responsibility
rested on the Regional Committee•

It was of course one function of the Regional

Committee to make representations on regional matters but the. Director-General^ the
Executive Board and the World Health Assembly had some part in the responsibility»
Professor FERREIRA said the African Region was very different from the other
regions because there were in it only two sovereign countrieso

Considering Dr«

Camboiirnac^s division into areas it occurred to him that for the African Region a
different presentation of the programme and budget mi^rb be possible from that
adoptad in other regions.
framed;

In Africa he thought a more substantial plan m i ^ t be

instead of plans for dealing with tuber culos is > yaws, e t c ” in separate

territories, would it not be possible to have integrated health plans on an inter—
country basis?

The position "was different from regions in "which it was necessary to

deal with a large number of sovereign governments#

Because of those special
•

conditions it might be easier to negotiate with the metropolitan powers a more widelyintegrated health programme, rather than individual programmes on single subjects.
Africa should be the easiest part of the world in "which to get integrated programmes
not influenced by political divisions a
Dr. CAMBOURNAC replied that the aim was to develop in the African Region the
policy of ШО^ as was done in other regions*

The distinctive points referred to by

Dr. Ferreira sometimes helped but the situation v/as not different from that in other
regions»

The Ifember States, in spite of the different circumstances referred to，had

territories in different parts of the region, with the exception of Belgium iwhich
had only one territory#

The others were scattered.

The ethnic circumstances and

the climates varied widely and the problems therefore changed from area to area.
There were differences between the territories just as there were in other regions
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differences between countriesi

Some territories were part of the metropolitan state9

some were colonies, some were trust territories.

It was true that there had always

been good facilities for dealing with botii central and territorial governments, but in
most cases the different territories had to be treated in the same way as different
countries»

The fact that different territorios had the same metropolitan government

did not mean that the problems in those territories were the same.

Sometine s the

special conditions referred to were helpful and it "was possible to deal with health
problems regardless of the situation of the territories^

From the point of view of

health work there were more than nine countries to deal with.

Inside the equatorial

belt in Africa, for example y the problems were not the same on the two sides of the
equator•

Altitude had also to be taken into account.

In parts there were tenç>er-

atures like those in the temperate countries except that there were two seasons
instead of four»

The distinction between -East and West Africa was very marked.

Variations of temperature and humidity meant that problems were different.

Sleeping

sickness, for example, in East Africa )iad different vectors and a different etiology
from that in West Africa.

If one metropolitan country had territories in both East

and West Africa they had to be treated as two different countries.
Professor FERREIRA said he was

f

grateful for Dr. Cambournac s clear explanationо

He realized that there were those differences but he wondered whether in Africa, where
there was a smaller number of sovereign governments to deal with, the Organization was
not therefore freer to plan on a large scale and whether ТШ0 could not in spite of
those differences put a greater emphasis on the strengthening of local health
services•
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The DIRBCTOB•GENERAL said that he did not think he could fully ansver the
question raised by Professor Ferreira, "but one point should be m d e clear.

The

territories in Africa did not bring problems very different from those in the other
regions e

There vere in Africa territories of widely differing status:

territories for example and colonies nearing independence.

trust

It vas necessary to

deal not only With the central government but also with the local or territorial
governments, who had their cnra health services, and the result vas that the position
vas not very different from that in other regions.
peculiarity.

But there was in Africa one

There vere throughout the region many well-trained people vorking in

the health servi<ces in the territories, not only local people but many from the
metropolitan states, f.nd one of the ways to help on the work in Africa was to develop
these health services through attention to special problems.
Professor FERREIRA said that he vas satisfied with the explanations given #
No questions were raised by the Committee regarding particular countries or
on tb々 lnter-country programmes.
Dr, MOORE asked vhether it vçuld Ъе advisable, vhile the Eegional Directors vere
available, to consider also the supplenentary programmes at the end of Official Records
No. 58, or vhether these should Ъе considered separately.
*

The CHAHMAN thought that the supplementary programmes should be considered
separately.

They vere outside the budget for 1956 vhich the Standing Committee

vas considering.

The Begional Directors Vould be available throughout the meetings

of the Standing Committee and the Executive Board.
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It was agreed therefore to continue on the lines followed so îa.r9
The Americas
Dr о GONZALEZ, Deputy Regional Director for the Americas, said that as the
Committee knew the functions of the Re gional Office for the Americas were carried out
by the Pan American Sanitary Bureau f

Since the work of the Regional Office must

necessarily be considered as an inte grated whole, Official Records No* 58 shewed not
only the activities proposed to be financed £rom the regular budget of 丽 0 and the
participation of 1H0 in the United Nations Technical Assistance Programme, but also
the activities to be infiernen ted with the budget of PASB, and with funds of the
programme of Technical Co-operation of the Organization of American States, grants
from private foundations and funds contributed by the member governments of the
Institute of Nutrition of Central America and Panama,

The document therefore ^Lve

an overall picture of the work In the Americas•

,

The Directing Council of PASO, v/hich acted as the Re gional Oommittee, had passed
in 1952 a resolution establishing the lines of action for carrying out the long-range
work of the Re gional Office •

In that resolution the Regional Committee had

emphasized that in carrying out the long-range programme special attention should
be given to (1) strengthening fundamental services for the promotion of health in
each country, (2) providing the means for training personnel and developing the
resources of countries for that p u r p o s e , ⑶ co-ordinating and assisting in planning
action against communicable diseases which were a potential threat and for 他ich there
were suitable means of eradication.
To comply with the first principle of work established by the Directing Council,
more and more attention *was being given to the development of integrated publichealth projects, with the purpose of strengthening the fundamental health activities
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at the national and local level•

As examples, he cited the project in El Salvador

"which had been running since 1951 and a similar project in Panama ？iiich had been in
operation since 1952•

Others would be started in 1955 and 1956•

In 1954 the total

estimated expenditure of the Regional Office on projects under the heading of public^
health administration was 树86，790»

For 1955 the total was $837,975 and it was

expected that in 1956 the amount Tivould be some i)866,000«

Those figures took into

account the combined funds of ТШ0 re guiar budget, the Technical Assistance Programme
of the United Nations and the budget of the Pan AnBrican Sanitary Bureau *which was
included In the column, "Other Extra-budgetary Funds"•

The trend towards the development of 疾neral public-health services could be
illustrated also by reference to Paraguay^

The Organization had been in that country

for some years, co-operating in several specific programmes, and the Government and
"WHO thou ¿it that the time urns ripe to consolidate the results obtained by developing
an integrated public-health programme in "which there would be room to co-ordinate
activities at the national and local levels, with economy in the* long ruru
As regards the question of preparation of public-health personnel, he would like
to give special consideration to two fields!
had been increasing throu^out the years;

(1) In nursing education the expenditure

(2) in environmental sanitation the expend-

iture had similarly increased and provision was made in the budget for the continuation
of a project which had proved to be of great importance in helping schools in Latin
America in the teaching of environmental sanitation, as well as facilitating fellowships for personnel from several countries.
and courses were proposed in some fields•

It would be seen that a number of seminars
He indicated that in all projects the

educational aspect was a very inçortant conç>onentt

He also mentioned that the fellow^

ship programme proposed for the year amounted to about $478,000 ffom the three
combined sources already mentioned.

In regard to the third aspect, the fi^it against
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communicable diseases, he mentioned the programme for the eradication of Aedes aegyptij

on a continental basis, and the campaigi for the eradication of yaws in Haiti•

The

Pan Amsrican Sanitary conference last year had had on its agenda the question of the
possibility of eradicating malaria from the western hemisphere y had declared it of
the utmost urgency and authorized the Pan American Sanitary Bureau to increase the
budget for 1956 by ari additional amount of 命100,000 for that specific purpose, for
consideration by the Directing Council,

Another activity in "vdiich the Regional

Committee was interested was that of emallpox eradication, and for that purpose the
Pan Ainerican Sanitary Conference had authorized the use of the amount of :)144,000,
surplus funds of PASB from 1953•
On questions of administration he would remind the Committee that in addition to
the central office in Washington there were in the region of the Americas six zone
offices*

Those zone offices advised Member Governments on general health problems

and also played an iirportant role in the preparation of proposals for the programme
and budget estimates*

They consulted in advance all interested governments and

therefore the programme vas submitted to the Regional Committee had already undergone
a preliminary discussion with the governments of the Member State s •
Professor FERREIRA. congratulated Dr. Gonzalez on his résumé, "which was interesting
because the Regional Office for the Americas differed from all others in that the
functions of the Regional Office were carried out by the Pan American Sanitary Bureau»
He asked A e t h e r it was possible to .say what was the distribution of funds between the
WHO budget and the budget of the Pan xiiiierican Sanitary gureaiu
Dr t GONZALEZ said that he would try to reply by referring the Committee to page
108 of Official Records No» 58t

The Committee would note that under the heading

"Regular Bud 织 t" the Director-Gen eral' s estimate for the region of the Americas "was
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11,161,215.

The estimate under TechnicáL Assistance was #847,264 and he would

give some breakdown of the figures appearing under "Other Extra^budgetary Funds"•
.

•

•

.

.

‘

• •

*

...

•

The proposed budget of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau for 1956 would be
$2^200,000. To that should be added the amount expected from the Technical
•

.

• •
•

• •广.

.

Cooperation Prograrnme of the Organization of American States*

The same coltaim

included other estimates, such as the amount of $80,000 expected for the
Institute of Nutrition of Central America and Panama*

(In that organization six

governments conibined to inçjrove nutrition in the area named.

The Pan American

Sanitary Bureau and the Kellog Foundation were on the directing council of the
Institute and contributed to its financing.)

He would mention also the co-

operation of the Kellog F+oundation in making available пюшу to provide a dental
officer for the Regional Office for the Americas, as was shown on page 110
under the heading "Division of Public Health."

The Kellog Foundation would

support that officer for some years, after which it was expected that the
Regional Office would take over üie financial responsibility.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL reminded the Committee tiiat monies from UNICEF were
included In the Other Extra'-budgetary Funds diown on page 108.
Professor FERREIRA asked whether the additional 91100,000 for the eradication
of malaria to "which Dr.. Gonzalez had referred was shown in the Programme and
Budget Estimates.
Dr. GONZALEZ said that it was not included, the decision had been made
too late for inclusion in the VOIUIIB.

,
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• •

Mr# FRENCH Deferred to the estimate for duty travel shcnm шс1ег the head
of the Regional Office-

He noted that in sub-paragraphs (b) and (c) provision

was made for officers to travel to Headquarters in Geneva to discuss respectively*
administrative problems and personnel problems•

He realized the need to consult

Headquarters on matters of ccramon concern but he asked whether personnel and
administrative questions could not have been dealt with by one man with a saving
in travel costs.
Mr. SIEGEL said it was iirportant that the Conunittee should be aware that
the Regional Office for the Americas had some additional corrçlications that
did not exist elsewhere, since it also existed as the Pan American Sanitaiy Bureau*
They would perhaps be obvious from the size of the operations of the Regional
Office and those of the Pan American Sanitaiy Bureau. The Organization had from
the start tried to secure the maximum integration of the two offices and the
Pan American Sanitary Bureau had co-operated veiy well on the co-ordination of
policies relating to staff, finance and administration, though there were soma
differences that the Bureau thought it necessary to retain#

He was of* the

opinion that in order to obtain the highest standard of co-ordination it was
necessaiy to have frequent conferences.工七 was soma time since Headquarters
officers had visited the Regional Office for that purpose}

and he felt it

necessary that such officers should visit Headquarters in order that there should
be a good mutual understanding of administrative problems•

‘

M r . FRENCH said that earlier, iri the consideration of the estimates of
the Departinent of Administration and Finance, the Committee had heard of visits
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Ъу Headquarters staff to the Regional Office, and he asked whether there was
not here a risk of duplication in travel in both directions•
Mr# SIEGEL replied that ho thought not and pointed out that as regards
other regional offices it was the practice to soe at Headquarters representatives
of those offices as they came through Geneva on their home leave*

That did not

apply to the Regional Office for the Americasо
No questions were raised by the Comnrlttee on individual countries or on
the inter-country programmes•

The meeting rose at 12>24

